
AN ANALYSIS OF THE ACT AND RULE UTILITARIANISM AS

SUCCESSFUL MORAL THEORIES

â€œThe Interpretation of the Moral Philosophy of J. S. Mill,â€• in both Mill's moral theory and rule utilitarianism.

On What Matters. Upon further analysis, problems with utilitarian thoughts are revealed. As a movement for
the reform of social institutions, 19th-century Utilitarianism was remarkably successful in the long run.
Blackwell,  Indianapolis: The Bobbs-Merrill Company,  Conclusion The debate between act utilitarianism and
rule utilitarianism highlights many important issues about how we should make moral judgments. Sometimes
it does not always make everyone content, but if you look at it as a whole it makes sense. Harvard University
Press, ; Chapter 7. Rule utilitarians will reply that they would reject the stop sign method a if people could be
counted on to drive carefully and b if traffic accidents only caused limited amounts of harm. Critics claim that
the argument for using our money to help impoverished strangers rather than benefiting ourselves and people
we care about only proves one thingâ€”that act utilitarianism is false. The right action in any situation is the
one that yields more utility i. Polity Press,  What is Good? For that reason, act utilitarians argue, we should
apply the utilitarian principle to individual acts and not to classes of similar actions. In addition to applying in
different contexts, it can also be used for deliberations about the interests of different persons and groups.
People who seek medical treatment must have a high degree of trust in doctors. This contains fourteen articles,
including essays defending utilitarianism by R. For them, what is right or wrong for a person to do depends on
what is knowable by a person at a time. Before becoming an influential critic of utilitarianism, Rawls wrote
this defense of rule utilitarianism. Wrong Answers and Crude Concepts Although rule utilitarians try to avoid
the weaknesses attributed to act utilitarianism, critics argue that they cannot avoid these weaknesses because
they do not take seriously many of our central moral concepts. Utilitarianism is considered to be a type of
hedonism. Stanford University,  Almost everyone, however, believes that we have special moral duties to
people who are near and dear to us. Ten essays that debate act vs. The problem with act utilitarians is that they
support a moral view that has the effect of undermining trust and that sacrifices the good effects of a moral
code that supports and encourages trustworthiness. Why Act Utilitarianism is Better than Traditional,
Rule-based Moralities Traditional moral codes often consist of sets of rules regarding types of actions. If the
difference in the consequences of alternative acts is not great, some utilitarians do not regard the choice
between them as a moral issue. I will have some comments throughout this journal from Chapter 4 egoism,
altruism, and social contract and 6 Deontological Ethics and Immanuel Kant because they have a big influence
on this chapter. John Stuart Mill. With different factual assumptions, however, Utilitarian arguments can lead
to different conclusions. What Utilitarianism is all about, is consequences. Why Act Utilitarianism Makes
Moral Judgments Objectively True One advantage of act utilitarianism is that it shows how moral questions
can have objectively true answers. In their view, whatever defects act utilitarianism may have, rule
utilitarianism will have the same defects. As a result, in an act utilitarian society, we could not believe what
others say, could not rely on them to keep promises, and in general could not count on people to act in accord
with important moral rules. Three prominent concepts in moral thought that critics cite are justice, rights, and
desert. It takes the view that an action is right if it is likely to produce the best consequences compared to all
the other possible actions. If we were to analyze Utilitarianism closely, we would realize that they do not put
any values on human life. Neither of these are accurate representations of what utilitarianism is. Stephen
Nathanson. In addition, although the rules that make up a moral code should be flexible enough to account for
the complexities of life, they cannot be so complex that they are too difficult for people to learn and
understand. In any circumstance, the "right" activity or approach is the one that will create the best net
advantages or the most reduced net costs when all options have just net expenses. Utilitarianism fails to
deliver an acceptable account for differentiating between different means towards ends, regarding only ends as
having moral worth. As a result, people would be less likely to see other people as reliable and trustworthy.
The utilitarianism theory had originally had been created by Jeremy Bentham.


